
Falling into Zen

Thinking in not thinking

Thinking is fun. Indeed, you could say that thinking is the joy of

my life, and my favourite hobby. But thinking clearly is difficult,

and most of us are not really taught how to do it.

Science needs clear thinking, and scientists have to construct

logical arguments, think critically, ask awkward questions, and

find the flaws in other people’s arguments, but somehow they are

expected to do all this without any kind of preliminary mental

training. Certainly science courses do not begin with a session on

calming the mind.

Perhaps this does not matter. If you are intelligent and quick

witted it is possible to push away unwanted thoughts for a time,

and to make great intellectual leaps or carry out painstaking

experiments, even with a cluttered mind, but some questions

demand a different approach. Among them are the ones I am 

asking here; questions that ask about the obvious – ‘What is this?

Where is this?’; those that turn back on themselves such as ‘Who

is asking the question?’; or those that ask about the nature of the

asking mind itself. All these require a clarity of mind that is not

necessary for most scientific questions. They seem to require

both the capacity to think and the capacity to refrain from 

thinking.
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Refraining from thinking is precisely the skill that is taught in

meditation. In many traditions too much thinking is discouraged,

and with good reason, because people frequently grasp ideas

intellectually but fail to put them into practice. They may under-

stand a difficult concept, but not shift their way of seeing the

world. So, for example, Buddhist teachers often punish their stu-

dents for thinking too much. On the other hand, using meditation

to think is not entirely unknown in Buddhist practice, and it is

clear that the Buddha himself was a deep thinker. In any case, my

aim here was not to achieve enlightenment, or to transcend suf-

fering, but to explore ten difficult questions; and for this purpose

I needed to combine thinking with not thinking.

Alongside my science I have explored many alternative world

views from witchcraft to spiritualism and Theosophy to chakras,

but in spite of their superficial appeal they all proved deeply

unsatisfactory. They provided answers all right, but the answers

were dogmatic and confusing; they didn’t fit with scientific under-

standing, and neither did they lead to any new discoveries. Worst

of all, their doctrines did not change in response to change, but

remained rigidly dependent on ancient books or the claims of

their proponents. That is, until I stumbled across Zen. I was

encouraged to have ‘Great Doubt’, told to ‘Investigate!’, and

taught how to do it.

Zen is a branch of Buddhism that began as ‘Chan’ in seventh-

century China and later spread east to become known as Zen in

Japan. Although based on the teachings and insights of the histor-

ical Buddha, Zen puts far less emphasis on theory and studying

texts than do other branches of Buddhism, and far more on prac-

tising meditation to gain direct experience of one’s true nature.

2 TEN ZEN QUESTIONS
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This may be why, from its appearance in the West in the late nine-

teenth century, Zen has appealed to academics, philosophers and

other thinkers who enjoy its strange paradoxes and who don’t

want to be involved in religious practices or dogmatic beliefs.

Like science, Zen demands that you ask questions, apply dis-

ciplined methods of inquiry, and overthrow any ideas that don’t

fit with what you find out. Indeed Zen is just like science in being

more a set of techniques than a body of dogma. Zen has its doc-

trines and science its theories but in both cases these are tempo-

rary attempts to understand the universe, pending deeper inquiry

and further discovery. Zen does not demand that you believe any-

thing or have blind faith, but that you work hard to find out for

yourself.

I am not a Buddhist. I have not joined any Buddhist orders,

adopted any religious beliefs, nor taken any formal vows. I say this

now because I do not want anyone to think I am writing under

false pretences. Nothing I say here should be taken as the words

of a Zen Buddhist. Rather, I am someone with a questioning

mind who has stumbled upon Zen and found it immensely help-

ful. It has pushed me further and further into the kind of ques-

tions I have always asked – including the ones I have chosen to

tackle here. They are the sort of questions which concern the very

mind that is asking the question.

This book is an exploration of ten of my favourite questions

and where they took me. It is also my attempt to see whether look-

ing directly into one’s own mind can contribute to a science of

consciousness. Bringing personal experience into science is posi-

tively frowned upon in most of science; and with good reason. If

you want to find out the truth about planetary motion, the human
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genome or the effectiveness of a new medicine, then personal

beliefs are a hindrance not a help. However, this may not be true

for all of science. As our growing understanding of the brain

brings us ever closer to facing up to the problem of conscious-

ness, it may be time for the scientist’s own experience to be wel-

comed as part of the science itself, if only as a guide to theorising

or to provide a better description of what needs to be explained.

This book describes my own attempt to combine science and per-

sonal practice in the investigation of consciousness.

I shall explain the methods of inquiry I used and how I

learned to practise them before turning to the questions 

themselves, but if you want to skip straight to the questions then

please do.

Calming the mind

Asking these ten Zen questions both requires and encourages a

calm mind. But minds tend not to be calm. Indeed they tend to

rush about, full of overlapping thoughts, pushed here and there by

emotional responses, irritated by tunes that go round and round,

How, then, can the mind be calmed? Meditation is the obvious

answer, and is the method I have used here. Learning to meditate

staying relaxed and alert, without getting tangled up in trains of

thought, emotions or inner conversations. I learned to meditate

partly out of curiosity, and partly because I was driven by the pain

and confusion of life, and thought that meditation might help.

4 TEN ZEN QUESTIONS
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Later I discovered that in Zen there are techniques for 

training the mind to look hard, and stick steadfastly to asking

questions; difficult questions. The Zen method of inquiry at 

first seemed quite separate from my science, and even antithetical

to it, but gradually I came to realise how compatible the two 

methods are.

As a student, in the 1970s, I learned the meditation practice

called ‘Zazen’, described as ‘just sitting’. I assumed that sitting

still, alert and relaxed, and doing nothing would be easy, but

instead I learned how hard it is. I wanted to keep trying but, like

many people, I failed to get into a regular habit of meditation.

Then in 1980 I went to evening classes held in the basement of his

Bristol home by John Crook, a distinguished university lecturer

and also a Zen teacher. John was a teacher I could be comfortable

with; not a shaven-headed, mysterious master from the East but a

down-to-earth, English academic who had trained with monks

and Zen masters and was now adapting his understanding for

Westerners like myself. Sometimes it is the oddest things that stick

in the mind. I remember sitting there one evening with a group of

other novice meditators, struggling to get comfortable, sitting

cross-legged on my cushion and looking down at the bare wall in

front of me in the standard Zen fashion, when he said that our

minds should be so calm that we would hear a woodlouse crawl-

ing across the floor. Somehow this stuck with me and I wanted to

be able to hear that woodlouse. I suppose the idea made me realise

how much turmoil there was in my mind. There was no silence in

which to hear such a tiny noise.
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A couple of years later I went on my first retreat at John’s farm-

house in mid Wales. Maenllwyd (pronounced man-thloyd) is a

tiny, solid, stone house, nestling in a little cwm or valley, just below

the edge of the moor. All around it the sheep graze among the

grey rocks and heather, chomping and bleating. Reached by a few

miles of rough track meandering between the fields, the house

has no electricity, no gas, no phone, and not even mobile phone

reception. It is cold there, even in summer, the outlook is bleak,

and the nearest tiny village is miles away down the valley.

The house itself is full of ancient furniture, decorated with

sheep skulls and bones, lit by oil lamps, and heated by an ancient

kitchen range that belches out smoke when the wind is in the

wrong direction. Meals are eaten in silence in what was once a

small barn, and retreatants sleep on wooden platforms above.

Across the rough, unpaved farmyard with its mud and sheep pens,

is another barn now converted into a meditation hall.

When I went on my first retreat in 1982, the pipes all froze, the

roof was in urgent need of repair, and the wind blew right

through the barn where we slept. Owls flew in, and the bats

roosted just above us. That January the snow was fifteen feet deep

down in the valley and a snowplough had cut through just as far as

the nearest farm below. It was there that we left our cars and

trudged up through the fields. I was given a walking stick to help

me, for I was eight months pregnant with my first child, Emily.

We meditated for many hours each day, in half-hour sessions

with brief breaks in between, huddled in blankets in the subzero

house with our breaths visibly steaming in the cold air. We longed

for the work periods when you could get warm splitting wood, or

beating carpets, or even chopping vegetables in the kitchen near
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the range. I got the chance I had wanted – to get away and con-

template myself and my life before motherhood. But I also got far

more than I had bargained for. Perhaps I expected that, with a

whole week of practice, meditation would become easy and I’d be

quickly transformed into a superior person or even become

enlightened. Instead, the long hours of sitting exposed the horri-

ble mess in my mind; the visions, the fears, the anger and resent-

ment, the guilt, the worries and the perplexity.

Now I understood the need for a calm mind. We were told

that calming the mind is the starting point of all meditation, but

that it can also take you all the way. We were told even scarier

things; that what you are searching for is here right now, that there

is really nothing to strive for, and that once you arrive you will

realise there was nowhere to go in the first place; that however

hard you work, and you must work hard, in the end you will know

that there is nothing to be done.

To explain the Zen method more clearly, John used to say ‘Let

it come. Let it be. Let it go.’ This roughly means – when any ideas

or feelings or troubles come along in meditation, don’t fight them,

don’t engage with them, don’t push them away or hang onto them,

just go through this same gentle process again and again: let them

arise in the mind, let them be whatever they are without elabora-

tion, and let them go in their own time. Then they cause you no

trouble and the mind stays still – however beautiful or horrible

they are.

Paying attention and letting go sounds so simple and so easy.

It is neither, as I quickly discovered. Hour after hour we

retreatants sat there on our cushions trying to calm the mind; let-

ting go and paying attention. Again and again my mind would slip
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to thoughts about the past or the future; to imaginary conversa-

tions with other people; to rerunning something I had done to

make it seem better; to planning how to make amends for actions

that I felt bad about. ‘Let it go …’. Again and again, I would slip

into half-sleep and the cracks in the plaster on the ancient wall in

front of me would turn into gruesome visions of horror and war

and torture and suffering; over and over, again and again. ‘Let it be

…’. One day John said ‘Remember there is only you and the wall,

and the wall isn’t doing it.’

Mindfulness

Mindfulness is usually described as ‘being in the present moment’.

When I first heard of this idea, at a conference on Buddhism and

psychology, I thought it very strange because surely I was already

in the present moment wasn’t I? Where else could I be? But then

I started asking myself ‘Am I in the present moment now?’ and

noticed something very odd: the answer was always ‘yes’ but I got

the peculiar feeling that perhaps a moment ago I had not been

present at all. It was a bit like waking up. But if so, from what?

I wondered whether trying to stay present for longer would

bring about some kind of continuity from moment to moment.

For the sense of continuity, which I had taken for granted without

even thinking about it, seemed threatened by this suspicion that 

I was frequently not there at all. And where was I if not here? 

Was ordinary life a kind of dream you could wake up from? All
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sorts of questions poured up and I had no idea what to do 

with them.

I was also acutely aware of my own troubled mind. At that

time we were living in Germany where my husband was working

while I stayed at home with our two small children, and tried to

learn German. I longed to find time on my own to write. I felt 

isolated, unhappy and, above all, unreal. Nothing seemed alive or

vibrant. Our flat in the picturesque town of Tübingen looked out

over a beautiful park and I used to stare at the trees, pinching

myself to try to make them seem real, feeling guilty for not appre-

ciating them. I loathed this unreality. I felt I was not truly there at

all. Certainly I was not ‘in the present moment’.

So when I heard about mindfulness, I decided, right there at

the conference, to try it. ‘OK’ I thought to myself ‘how long shall

I try it for … an hour? a day?’ But that would be to miss the point.

If I were to be truly in the present moment I could only do it now,

and then now, and then now. So I began.

The effect was startling – and then frightening. Being in the

present moment, which had seemed so uncontroversial in

prospect, was terrifying in practice. It meant giving up so much –

in fact practically everything. It meant that I was not to think

about the next moment, not to dwell on what I had just done, not

to think about what I might have said instead, not to imagine a

conversation that I might have later, not to look forward to lunch,

not to look forward to weekends, or holidays or … anything. But

the idea had grabbed me and I kept doing it. In fact I kept doing it

for seven weeks.

Most of this process seemed to be about giving up or letting

go. As my mind slipped from the world in front of me to thoughts
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about the past or the future, a little voice inside would say ‘Come

back to the present’, or ‘Be here now’, or ‘Let it go’. I remembered

John’s saying ‘Let it come. Let it be. Let it go.’ Now I was doing 

this for real, not just in sitting meditation or on retreat, but in

every moment of every day. Everything had to be let go of, apart

from whatever was right there, arising in the present moment. I

found myself saying ‘Let it …’ or just ‘Le …’ and staying fully 

present, right here.

There is something truly awful about having to let go of so

much. Sometimes in bed at night I just wanted to give in – to

indulge in some easy sexual fantasy, or pleasant speculation – but

the little voice kept going, ‘Le…’. Then odd things began to hap-

pen. First of all, I had assumed (without much thinking about it)

that all those endless thoughts about what I had just done and

what I had to do next were necessary for living my complicated

life. Now I found they were not. I was amazed at just how much

mental energy I had been using up when so little is required. To

take a simple example, I found that I could go through a series of

thoughts such as ‘I think I’ll make a butter bean casserole for sup-

per. I’ve got tomatoes and carrots indoors but I must remember

to go out and pick some broccoli before dark’ in a flash, and then

drop it, and still remember to go and get the broccoli later on.

Why had I been wasting so much effort before? 

Another oddity was to realise that the present moment is

always all right. This bizarre, but liberating, notion crept up on me

gradually. Time and again I noticed that all my troubles lay in the

thoughts I was letting go of – not in the immediate situation.

Even if the immediate situation was a difficult one, the difficulties

almost always concerned the past or the future. For example, I
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was annoyed that, yet again, the heating oil had run out and I was

the one who had to take the can three flights down to the cellar to

fetch more, but the steps in front of me and the sight of my feet

climbing the stairs were fine. I might be bored and anxious trying

to fit in with the other kindergarten Mums but the sounds of chil-

dren playing, and the kindergarten door in front of me were fine.

I might be rushing in a panic for a bus, worrying what would hap-

pen and how to apologise if I missed it, but the running feet and

scenes flashing by were fine.

Of course, difficult situations have to be dealt with, but oddly

enough even these seemed easier, rather than harder, when I was

paying attention to the now. I found myself, when faced with one

particularly difficult life decision, writing down a list of pros and

cons and assessing them. But this was done in a completely new

way: I thought through the likely consequences of each decision

in turn, paying fierce attention to each one on the list. Then I

decided on one of them, without agonising or trying to go back

on the decision. Then I got on with the one that had been chosen.

Letting go of what you’ve done immediately afterwards is

enormously freeing but, in conventional terms, rather worrying.

A natural fear is that you will behave idiotically, make a fool of

yourself, do something dangerous or, more worrying still, that

you will let go of all moral responsibility. Oddly enough this did

not seem to happen. Indeed, the body seemed to keep on doing

relevant and sensible things, apparently without all the agonising

I had assumed was essential. Time and again I found that my mind

had summed up the options, chosen one, carried it out, and

moved on. I didn’t need to fret over every decision, or ask whether

it was the ‘right’ thing to have done. It was past.
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Being able to act and then move on may seem to mean letting

go of all responsibility, yet responsible actions still happen. This

interesting paradox re-emerges in some of the questions. Other

paradoxes concern the sense of self. Right now, in this moment,

things are happening, but when there are no thoughts about the

past and future, there is little sense of someone who is experienc-

ing them or doing them. Although I would have been frightened

at such a prospect if anyone had told me about it, in practice it was

like a previously unnoticed burden being lifted, or like the relief of

a horrible sound stopping when you hadn’t even noticed it was

bothering you.

There were dangers. I remember once trying to cross a moun-

tain road, holding my two-year-old’s hand, and realising that I sim-

ply could not judge the speed of the oncoming cars. In the present

moment they were frozen, and the next moment was not in my

mind. I decided I must have gone a bit too far. I have no idea what

happens if you push this even further, or let go of even more of

the mind. I have no idea whether continuing this kind of practice

all of one’s life is either feasible or desirable, although there are

many who advocate it. I only know that I worked hard at it for

seven weeks and then stopped. Indeed the whole process seemed

naturally to come to an end.

Finally, one simple fact I noticed was that instead of being a

chore, sitting down to meditate was a blessed relief. It was much

easier to just sit and pay attention to the present moment than it

was to rush about, look after the children, drive the car, or write

letters, while paying attention to the present moment. So from

then on, although I gave up the intense mindfulness practice, I

meditated every day. And finally, at last, things began to seem real
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again. The trees were right here and vivid and alive. The 

kids’ shouts were immediate and full of energy, and I was right

there with them and what they were doing. I seemed to be less of

the self I thought I was before, but I (or someone) felt far 

more alive.

Continuing practice

I have never again worked with such intensity as I did all those

years ago, but I have practised mindfulness on and off, and con-

tinue to meditate every day. Like mindfulness, meditation skills

can easily be lost, or buried. So it is important to keep practising if

you want to ask questions with a clear and calm mind. Just about

everyone who meditates regularly says they have, or once had,

trouble establishing regular daily practice. For me it was the

encounter with mindfulness that made it possible, but some hints

and tips from others also helped a lot. So I pass them on in case

they are of any use.

Most important is not expecting too much of yourself. The

Transcendental Meditation organisation, for example, recom-

mends two periods of twenty minutes a day. Tibetan Buddhists are

also expected to practise twice a day and to carry out visualisations

intended to invoke mindfulness, compassion or insight at the start

of hour-long sessions. Zen sessions are usually half an hour, but

serious practitioners do several sessions a day with short breaks in

between. This is easy on retreat, or at inspiring conferences, and if

you go to one you may be tempted to think you can keep it up, but
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it is a big chunk of time out of a busy day, and if you fail you end

up feeling bad about yourself and giving up altogether.

Personally I’m not prepared to give that much time outside of

retreats, nor do I want to agonise each day about whether I’m

going to sit or not. So I meditate for about 15 minutes a day, first

thing in the morning, often with my partner, and this suits me

well. It seems, gradually, to establish deep changes that I welcome,

and it is – after all – a lot better than nothing. Most obviously,

calming the mind becomes gradually easier. You may be able to do

a lot more than I do and that would probably make for much

deeper practice, but I am sure that a little is better than none, and

every day is better than intermittently.

I was once helped greatly by someone who told me this

‘Commit yourself to sitting on your cushion every day. That’s all;

if you want to stop after 3 seconds that’s fine.’ I found this rather

odd advice extremely useful and that is the extent of my personal

commitment now. There are, in fact, rare occasions when I sit for

only a few seconds – for example, if I have overslept and have a

train to catch, or when some crisis has just occurred. More often,

if I don’t feel like sitting, I still force myself onto the cushion,

expecting to last only a few minutes, and then somehow, once I’m

there, it seems quite pleasant. Five minutes goes by – or even fif-

teen. Either way I have stuck to my commitment, and have a reg-

ular practice that gradually deepens.

I have described some of my own practice here because it

may be relevant to understanding the way I asked the questions. It

should be clear that I have learned a variety of skills over the years,

and that some, though not all, of them are part of traditional Zen

training. This book is about how I have used these techniques to
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tackle ten difficult questions; you might say, using consciousness

to look into itself.

The questions

The questions arose in various ways and I tackled them at differ-

ent times and in different places. Some of them had largely intel-

lectual roots and emerged from my scientific studies. For example

the first question ‘Am I conscious now?’ is an obvious starting

point when you are battling intellectually with the mystery of con-

sciousness. Yet even this simple question starts to have odd

effects if you keep asking it.

The second, ‘What was in my consciousness a moment ago?’

was inspired by the effect of that first question on the students

who took my consciousness course. To get them looking into

their own experience as well as studying theory, I gave them a

series of questions as weekly exercises. They had to ask them-

selves the questions many times a day, all week, and I did the same.

Their explorations and difficulties inspired me greatly, and I

worked on these questions again and again in the years to come.

By contrast some of the questions are classic Buddhist ones.

One comes from the Mahamudra tradition of Tibetan Buddhism;

that is ‘What is the difference between the mind resting in tran-

quillity and the mind moving in thought?’, along with the related

question ‘How does thought arise?’ Over the years I have done

three formal Mahamudra retreats with John at Maenllwyd, and

this question is one of a series he uses. I found these questions
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haunting me and so one year I decided to tackle the Mahamudra

series again on my own.

I did this on solitary retreat at Maenllwyd. I had long been

finding the formal retreats irksome, with so many people around,

and so little sleep allowed. I wanted to meditate all alone in the

mountains, in my own time, even if the prospect was a bit scary.

By this time I knew John well. We had run university courses

together, formed a group of academics interested in Buddhism,

and I had been to Maenllwyd many times. So, on several occa-

sions, John let me use the house on my own. I took enough food

and other provisions, and spent five or six days there completely

alone. I always went in summer so that I didn’t have to struggle

with oil lamps, or risk burning the place down with untended can-

dles. I have had a temperamental kitchen range myself and so was

able to cope with the vagaries of the ancient Rayburn. I kept milk

and yogurt in the stream, other provisions in the mouse-proof

boxes, and managed quite well.

Before I went I drew up a daily routine, mostly of half-hour

sitting periods with short breaks between, but I also took a walk in

the afternoon so that I could go up into the hills, and breaks for

meals and doing jobs for John, such as cutting the long grass or

chopping wood. I took no reading materials apart from the few

pages of Mahamudra text, and tried to be mindful as much as I

could. I should say that this is a somewhat daunting experience,

out in the mountains completely alone, but it makes for very

intense practice.
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between masters and monks, with perplexing endings or intellec-

tually nonsensical twists. In a classic example the master Hui

your original face before your mother and father were born.’

In one of my favourites, an exhausted monk arrives at a

monastery gate, after long travels through the mountains, to be

met with a pointing finger and the question ‘What is this thing and

how did it get here?’

Koans are used to help shake the student out of attachment

or complacency, to inspire insight, or to motivate the ‘great

doubt’. John’s own teacher, Sheng Yen stresses ‘Great faith, great

doubt and great angry determination’ as the basis of Zen practice.

Koans can inspire all of these, as I learned on a series of koan

retreats, where you work on the same question for a whole week.

I found the koans very powerful, which may be why they have sur-

vived through many centuries and can still be helpful to people

like you and me, in vastly different cultures from that in which

they were first conceived.

Some of the other questions have obsessed me for a long

time; whether they came out of my scientific work or arose in

meditation. One day I decided to have a systematic go at them,

and push them as far as I could in a limited time. So I gave myself

a week’s solitary retreat at home.

We have a fairly big garden, with vegetables, a small orchard, a

greenhouse and a wooden ‘summerhouse’; really more like a

fancy garden shed. It’s lined with old and faded velvet curtains;

and with the addition of a mat, cushion, meditation stool and a
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few other things, was easily turned into a meditation hut. It was

mid-winter at the time and I didn’t want to freeze, so I also took a

kettle, tea things, a hot water bottle and a few other comforts.

Although I slept indoors, I determinedly avoided the phone,

email, post and any other distractions when I went indoors at

I set myself a simple routine of half-hour sitting periods

Although the questions and the situations differed widely, I

have found myself settling into a method of inquiry that

(although it may not suit others) seems to let my science and my

Zen practice illuminate each other.

In most cases the method I used is something like this. Having

chosen the question to work on, I forget all about it, and just sit

and let the mind calm down a little. Once thoughts have slowed

(after perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes) I begin to apply a little

pressure; concentrating harder on the present moment, for exam-

ple. I then sit for a while, letting this stabilise into an alert and open

state. I am awake, able to concentrate, but with few distractions. It

is certainly possible to have an absolutely clear mind, with no
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about six hours of meditation, I could make considerable pro-

gress with one of these questions and record what happened.

I had, of course, already been working on the questions in var-

night, and otherwise I just stayed out there in the garden all day.

interspersed with short breaks, or periods of working mindfully

ious ways for many years, but it was helpful to concentrate my

then set myself one question each day. In a day, consisting of

efforts this way. When I was writing the book I went back out to

in the garden. I spent the first day just calming the mind, and

the shed several times for a day or more to have another go at

the questions.



is not entirely necessary for this sort of thinking. As long as the

mind is open, spacious, calm and steady – and any distractions are

easily dropped – then I’m ready for the question.

Just how this comes about I don’t know, but at some point the

question just pops up. It has been stored away there, waiting to be

asked, and now jumps in. So I begin tackling it, and I do so in a

thoroughly systematic way. Some questions lead to a vast branch-

ing tree of demanding possibilities. For example, ‘There is no

time; what is memory?’ is just seven words and yet opens up a

whole world of possible lines to explore. You can agree with the

statement and ask the question; disagree with the statement and

ask the question; explore time; explore memory; or use the whole

as an opening to timelessness. I usually mentally set out the obvi-

ous tasks first, commit the plan to memory, and then start on the

branches one by one. Each then leads to more, and it requires

considerable practice (though very little time) to keep a plan of

the route in mind while exploring the branches. But this is the fun

of thinking, and I love it.

Other questions require less planning and more direct experience.

For example, ‘What is the difference between the mind resting in

tranquillity and the mind moving in thought?’ is a real killer (pre-

sumably this is why it is used in Mahamudra training). It sounds,

at first reading, like a question that might have an answer, but then

you realise that to answer it you must be familiar with the mind

resting in tranquillity – not easy. Then you must be able to observe
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thoughts at all, but I am still not very good at this and, happily, it



the mind moving in thought – tricky in a totally different way.

Then you, presumably, have to compare them. By this time the

question itself seems unimportant and the exploration of the

groundwork far more so.

I said that asking the questions both requires and encourages

a calm mind, and these examples explain why. A calm mind is nec-

essary for the sort of determined, systematic thinking that I am

talking about; otherwise you just get distracted and lose track. But

then the questions themselves often provoke further calming –

not because thinking is calming; it isn’t; but because of the subject

matter. A question such as ‘Where is this experience?’ requires a

steady experience to look into. Those such as ‘Who is asking the

question?’ or ‘Am I conscious now?’ can defeat all logical thought

and hurl the mind into emptiness.

I am explaining this partly to show how I set about the ten

questions, but partly to make it clear that my approach is not that

advocated in most Zen training. Indeed in Zen one is often

reminded that ‘thought is the enemy’ and in general all kinds of

thinking are discouraged. I did a lot of thinking because it was the

best tool I had available for exploring the ten questions, and

because this kind of thinking forms a bridge between my Zen

practice and my science. I have dared to call them ‘Zen questions’

because I believe they all get right to the point of the Zen endeav-

our; to expose the nature of self and mind, and to realise non-

duality.
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The problem of consciousness

C
onsciousness is said to be the greatest mystery facing science

today. The mystery is as old as philosophy itself and has never

been satisfactorily solved – it is, in one form or another, the

mind–body problem; the familiar problem of dualism.

The trouble is this: take any object you like; you might pick up

a pen or a book, or a glass of wine if you happen to have one to

hand as you read (I do as I write). Now look at it hard. It seems

impossible not to believe that this is a real physical object inhabit-

ing a real physical world, in time and space, and with properties

and laws that apply to everyone. After all, the glass of wine

behaves in predictable ways; if you let go it will drop onto the

floor with a crash and make a mess; if you hand it to someone else

they will say ‘Thank you’ and agree that it’s a glass of 2005 claret

and tastes full and fruity with a touch of tannin. It’s hard to

explain any of this without assuming a physical world containing

actual wine.

But now turn to your own experience. Raise your glass to the

light and enjoy the deep, glinting red as it appears through the

glass; lift it to your nose and smell the unique mixture of aromas.

Taste it. These qualities are what you, and you alone, experience in

the privacy of your own mind. You have no idea how the wine

tastes or smells to your friend, whether that particular red looks to
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her the way it does to you, or even whether her experience of red

is more like your experience of blue (to raise an old philosophical

conundrum). It’s hard to think about any of this without assum-

ing a private mental world.

Philosophers refer to these private mental qualities (the redness

of the red wine, the scent or the feel of the glass on your skin) as

qualia. Some philosophers reject the existence of qualia but even

they agree that what we mean by ‘consciousness’ is subjective

experience. A famous paper in the 1970s asked, ‘What is it like to

be a bat?’ The answer is that we cannot really know what it’s like,

but we can agree that if there is anything it is like to be a bat, then

the bat is conscious. If there is nothing it is like to be the bat (or a

stone or a baby or a glass of wine) then the bat is not conscious.

To be conscious means to have subjective experiences: to say that

I am conscious means that there is something it is like to be me.

So we really are stuck with two completely different kinds of

thing – physical things in the world and subjective experiences.

They just don’t match up. They seem to be so different.

You might like to accept that they are different, and that the

world just does consist of two fundamentally different kinds of

stuff. If so you will not be alone. Indeed belief in dualism seems

to be the natural state of human thinking about the world. Ideas

about spirits and souls, and transcendent mental realms, are found

in historical documents going back thousands of years, and dual-

ism prevails in most societies that survive on the planet today.
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Even in the wealthy and educated West, surveys of the general

population show that most people are dualists: that is, they believe

that mind and body are separate, or that they have an inner self

that is something above and beyond the mere physical shell. It’s so

tempting.

Many people also believe that their mind can influence their

body. Although this sounds reasonable, in fact it implies that the

two are separate things. So it’s a hidden form of dualism. Then

many believe that their spirit, or soul, can survive the death of the

physical body. This kind of dualism is often sold as the ‘spiritual’

way of seeing the world, as opposed to the ‘anti-spiritual’ scien-

tific view. It is promoted in countless new age and ‘mind and

spirit’ books and magazines, and set against the supposedly heart-

less materialism of science. Yet claiming to be spiritual does not

make it so, and these lucrative world views rarely even acknowl-

edge the difficulties, let alone try to solve them, as both science

and Zen try to do.

The most famous failed solution is the ‘Cartesian dualism’

proposed by the seventeenth-century French philosopher, René

Descartes. He thought that the physical body was a clever

machine made of physical stuff. In this he was well ahead of his

time, but he could not account for free will and consciousness,

and so he concluded that the mind was something completely dif-

ferent and was made of mental, thinking, non-physical stuff. The

enduring problem for Cartesian dualism, which has never been

solved, is that if these two stuffs really are so different then they

cannot interact with each other. And if they cannot interact then

the theory cannot explain what needs to be explained – that my

mind perceives what my physical eyes and ears detect, and my
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thoughts seem to give rise to my body’s actions. Descartes

thought that the two interacted in the pineal gland, but he could

not say how. Nor could anyone else. So dualism doesn’t help. It’s a

cop out.

You may want to squirm out of this painful problem – and 

do try. There are two obvious directions to take and both have

been thoroughly explored. On the one hand you might try ideal-

ism; the idea that there is no separate physical world, and every-

thing in the universe is made up of thoughts, or ideas or

consciousness. But then what gives the physical world its stable

properties, and why do we all agree that the wine glass fell to the

floor and broke, or that it weighed 27 grams and is made of lead

crystal? On the other hand you might try materialism; the idea that

there is no separate mental world, and everything in the universe

is made of matter. The majority of scientists (though not all)

claim to be materialists, but then what can our subjective experi-

ences be? How can the exquisite taste of this wine be a physical

thing?

This brings us to a modern version of the mind–body problem,

called the ‘Hard Problem’ of consciousness: that is, how can

objective, physical processes in the brain give rise to subjective

experience? Neuroscientists are making tremendous progress in

understanding the objective brain processes; with brain scans,

implanted electrodes, computer models, and all sorts of other

ways of investigating how the brain works. We can measure the

electrical firing of neurons, the chemical behaviour in synapses,
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the processing of information, and the mechanisms of vision,

hearing, and memory. We can see how information flows in

through the senses, and how responses are coordinated and

actions carried out.

But what about me and my conscious experiences? Where 

do I fit into this integrated system of inputs, outputs and multiple

parallel processing systems? The strange thing is that I feel as if

I am in the middle of all this activity, experiencing what comes 

in through the senses, and deciding what to do in response,

when in fact the brain seems to have no need of me. There is no

central place or process where I could be, and the brain seems

capable of doing everything it does without any supervisor,

decider or inner experiencer. Indeed, the more we learn about

how the brain works the more it seems that something is left 

out – that very thing we care about most of all – ‘consciousness

itself ’.

Is there really such a thing? This question divides the field of

consciousness studies more acutely than any other. Almost every

scientist and philosopher today rejects dualism in principle, yet

many still believe that we need special explanations for 

consciousness and that understanding learning, memory or 

perception is not enough. Others are convinced that when we

understand all the physical processes there will be nothing 

left over – consciousness will have been explained – and accuse

the first group of being closet dualists. And so the impasse

remains.
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Nonduality

The temptation to fall into dualism is so strong that escaping from

it, and from the popular idea that we have a spirit or soul, has been

a rare insight in human history. This insight is not confined to

modern science and philosophy, but can be found at the heart of

Christian mysticism, Sufism, Advaita, Taoism and Buddhism. All

these traditions claim that the apparent duality of the world is an

illusion, and that underlying the illusion everything is one.

Along with this often goes the idea that there is no separate self

who acts, so that realising nonduality also means giving up the sense

of personal action or of being the ‘doer’ of what happens. This is

rather hard to accept, which is probably why such traditions are so

much less popular than the great theistic religions, or those that

promise heaven and hell to reward the actions of individual souls.

Right at the heart of Buddhist teaching is the idea that all appar-

ent forms are really empty of inherent selfhood or independent

existence; and yet emptiness itself is none other than form. This

applies to everything we experience, including all sensations, per-

ceptions, actions and consciousness, and is especially important

when applied to the self. A popular metaphor describes the self as

like the collection of parts that make up a carriage. We give the col-

lection a name, we call it a carriage, but we accept that there is noth-

ing more to it than the wheels, chassis, body and all the other parts.

In a similar way, the human body is just such a collection of parts;

heart, lungs, liver, muscles, brain and sinews; there is no additional

separate self inside. Yet we find this much harder to accept.
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Along with this goes the idea that, although these collections of

parts carry out actions, there is no inner ‘doer’ or actor in addition

to the actions themselves. This is wonderfully clear in the

Buddhist saying ‘Actions exist, and also their consequences, but

the person that acts does not.’

All branches of Buddhism refer to this central idea, although

it seems to get rather lost in popular versions of Tibetan

Buddhism, which describe reincarnation as though there were a

separate person living many lives. The Buddha seems to reject this

appealing idea in saying ‘There is no one to cast away this set of

elements, and no one to assume a new set of them.’ Chan and

Zen master and founder of Soto Zen, said ‘To study the way of

the Buddha is to study your own self. To study your own self is to

prevail in you.’ This, then, is to arrive at nondual awareness, or to

realise nonduality.

In the end this is the aim of Chan and Zen practice. Perhaps

this is why I knew I had stumbled upon something special when I

first encountered Zen. Like the science I had been learning, and

like the results of my own inner struggles, it rejected the common

view of a mind that inhabits a body. In its place it put only a world

– and questions and more questions.

Modern science and Buddhism may share the aim of under-

standing the world without recourse to dualism, but the methods

they use are entirely different and so are their objectives. While sci-

ence advocates thinking, hypothesising, and testing by experiment,

Buddhism rejects thinking and delights in paradox. While science

aims at understanding, prediction and control, Buddhist practice
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Zen, in particular, face up to this. Dogen, the thirteenth-century

forget yourself. To forget yourself is to have the objective world



aims at directly realising nonduality and thus escaping from delu-

sion and suffering into enlightenment. I have no idea whether

these aims are ultimately compatible or not but I have set out to

work on these questions on the assumption that they might be, and

that meditation practice might actually help illuminate the science.

The science of consciousness

As we have seen, most scientists and philosophers agree that the

problem of consciousness is all about ‘What it’s like to be’, and so

they try to understand how an objective, physical brain can give

rise to subjective awareness. They try to avoid dualism, and yet

this proves to be very hard.

For all the many differences in theories of consciousness,

there are some underlying assumptions that almost all scientists

make. For example, they assume that at any time in someone’s

waking experience, some of their brain processes are conscious

but many more are not. The former are said to be ‘in conscious-

ness’, ‘in awareness’, or are part of the ‘contents of conscious-

ness’: the latter are ‘outside consciousness’, ‘below the level of

awareness’, or are ‘subconscious’ or ‘unconscious’. If this is the

right way to think about the mind, then science needs to explain

the difference, and indeed many scientists are trying. In particular

they are looking for the ‘neural correlates of consciousness’, the

functions of consciousness and the reasons why consciousness

evolved.

Although none of these assumptions may sound problem-

atic, I believe they are. Let’s take the idea of the ‘contents of con-

sciousness’. This popular phrase simply indicates the apparently
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obvious fact that at any time there are some things I am conscious

of and some I am not; and maybe there are others in a kind of twi-

light zone. We give names to these such as conscious, uncon-

scious, subconscious, semi-conscious, preconscious and so on.

This implies that consciousness is like a space or container – that

there are processes going on inside the brain that are unconscious

until they get ‘into’ consciousness.

This fits well with some common metaphors. One is the idea

of the ‘stream of consciousness’. This comes from the 

nineteenth-century psychologist, William James, who said that

consciousness does not feel to itself to be chopped up in bits, but

seems to flow, like a river or stream. He went on to reject many

common assumptions about consciousness, but his notion of the

stream stuck.

Another common metaphor is the ‘theatre of consciousness’. I

may feel as though I am watching events on my own personal

stage, lighting some up with the spotlight of my attention, while

others lurk in the shadows, jump onto the stage to demand atten-

tion, or come into my consciousness and then slip off the stage

again into the darkness.

Many theories have been built on theatre models, the best

known of which is ‘Global workspace’ theory. First described by

psychologist Bernard Baars, and subsequently elaborated and

tested by many other researchers, the basic idea is that the brain is

organised around a workspace in which important information is

processed on something like the stage in a theatre. Items that are
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processed in this workspace are then broadcast to the rest of the

(unconscious) brain, and this global availability is what makes

them conscious.

‘What’s wrong with that?’, you might ask. I think the answer

depends on how literally you take the theatre metaphor. The

philosopher, Dan Dennett, points out the dangers of imagining

what he calls the ‘Cartesian theatre’. He suggests that although

almost all scientists and philosophers reject Cartesian dualism,

many still hang onto the metaphors that it implies, including the

theatre. We imagine ourselves, says Dennett, as an audience of

one, in our private mental theatre, where our experiences come

into our consciousness and then leave it again, in a continuous

stream of thoughts, ideas, perceptions, memories and desires. But

what could these correspond to in a real brain? There is no central

place in the brain where ‘I’ could be; it’s just millions of neurons

all interconnected in billions of ways. There is no screen where

the visions could appear; no single place where ‘consciousness

happens’, and no central command headquarters where ‘I’ could

make all my decisions, because decisions are made all over the

brain. So if you imagine a theatre, a stream of experiences and an

observer, then you are doomed to fail to find them.

Dennett describes the self as a ‘benign user illusion’, and

replaces the theatre with his theory of ‘multiple drafts’.

According to this theory, the brain processes events in multiple

ways, all in parallel and in different versions. None of the drafts is

‘in consciousness’ or ‘outside consciousness’; they appear so only

when the system is probed in some way, such as by provoking a

response or asking a question. Only then is one of the many drafts

taken as what the person must have been conscious of. This is
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for the theatre imagery they are imagining an impossibility.

Not surprisingly no one admits to being a Cartesian material-

ist. Baars, for example, protests that the global workspace is a real

working part of the brain, not a Cartesian theatre. But if it is part

of the brain (or a particular process in the brain) then the hard

problem remains; how does this part, or process, give rise to sub-

jective experiences? Why does being globally broadcast mean

information becomes conscious?

This is just one example, but hints of Cartesian materialism can

be found in just about every discussion of consciousness. Such

phrases as ‘in consciousness’, ‘represented in awareness’, and ‘the

contents of consciousness’, all imply Cartesian materialism.

Dennett’s ideas are very well known, and also much hated. He
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why he claims that ‘There are no fixed facts about the stream of

consciousness independent of particular probes.’

no answer to the question ‘What was I conscious of then?’ during

Multiple drafts theory really is difficult to understand, perhaps

because its implications are so profound. It means that if you

swer a question do you, or someone else, conclude that you were

ask ‘What was I conscious of a moment ago?’ there is no right

answer: it depends on what happens next. Indeed, there may be 

conscious of a particular thing or event. That thing or event

would not have been had you not been asked. It was never

most of your life. Only when you have to give a response or an-

Dennett calls those who still believe in the Cartesian theatre

is then taken to be the contents of your consciousness, but it

‘Cartesian materialists’; they claim to be materialists and not to

believe in separate selves or any spooky mental stuff, but by falling

‘in’ or ‘out’ of something called consciousness.



has been called the devil of consciousness studies, and his book

Consciousness Explained derided as ‘Consciousness Explained

Away’. People seem to think that his brand of materialism is

deeply unspiritual, or even anti-spiritual, and is the least likely to

be compatible with meditation practice or mystical insights.

I disagree, for what Dennett is really trying to do is to point

out some of the traps that we so easily fall into when thinking

about consciousness, just as Zen points out the delusions we so

easily fall into. I think Dennett is right about these traps, but I

would add that the reason we so easily fall into them is that we

assume we know what consciousness is like. We may think, ‘I am

conscious now, so I must know what my own consciousness is

like, and no one can tell me otherwise.’ But perhaps we don’t. And

if we don’t then all of this grand scientific enterprise may be try-

ing to explain the wrong things. This is why I suggest we might

look again into our own minds, and indeed why I have spent so

much of my time doing just that.

Seeing the world

Vision seems so simple. We open our eyes and there is the world.

Yet scientists have long appreciated how difficult this is to explain.

For a start, we move our eyes about five or six times a second, fix-

ating on something and then moving quickly on, but we don’t

notice this, and the world appears stable. Also we can see clearly

only a tiny area around that fixation point, yet it feels as though we

are seeing the whole visual scene at once. How does this work?
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Information goes in through the eyes, along the optic nerve,

through way stations in the mid-brain, and on up to the visual cor-

tex. And then what happens? It’s so tempting to think that a pic-

ture appears ‘in consciousness’ so that ‘I’ can see it, but that

wouldn’t explain anything. ‘I’ would have to be another little per-

son who looked at the picture and then there would need to be

another little person inside me to look at that picture, and so on

into an infinite regress.

The idea of an inner observer has long been rejected, but the

idea of an inner picture is more persistent. Yet this too is problem-

atic. Suppose that right now, while you are reading this book, all the

words changed into different words. Would you notice? Yes, of

course you would. Suppose now that the words changed just as you

moved your eyes. Would you notice then? Or suppose that they

changed just as you blinked.Would you notice? Most people say they

would, and are horrified to discover that they probably would not.

This is known as ‘change blindness’, and it is amazing how

large the changes can be and still go unnoticed if they happen dur-

ing an eye movement or blink. I have done experiments in which

people failed to see a teddy bear appearing and disappearing on a

chair because the picture moved at the same time as it changed.

Other researchers have used grey flashes between changes or

tested people using film clips. Psychologist Richard Wiseman has

made a film in which most of the objects, and people’s clothing,

change colour during switches of camera angle without people

noticing. It is even possible for one actor to replace another

between cuts and the viewer not see anything amiss.

This is bizarre. We think we have a rich and detailed impres-

sion of the world as we look at it, and that we know what is there
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in front of our eyes. And yet we don’t notice massive changes.

Why not? 

I think what’s going on is that our false assumptions are being

challenged. For example, it’s easy to assume that looking around

and seeing the world means having a rich and detailed visual

impression inside our brains. But if that is true then we ought to

notice when something obvious changes.

Could it be that we don’t really create a rich and detailed picture

of the world at all? Indeed, if we did it would amount to a kind of

Cartesian materialism, and vision would be the show in the non-

existent Cartesian theatre. But what else could vision be? There are

many new theories trying to cope with these findings. Some sug-

gest that there are no inner representations at all, some suggest

fleeting and temporary representations, some claim that visual

experiences survive as long as we pay attention to them but then

fall back into nothingness. Most agree that the apparent continuity

of the visual world is not really in our heads at all but is out there in

continuity and detail because we can always look again to check any

detail we like, so we never notice how scrappy experience really is.

This question of whether we really do build pictures in the

the hunt for the ‘neural correlates of consciousness’. The idea is

to take a conscious experience and try to discover which brain

process correlates with that experience. Scientists such as Nobel

laureate Francis Crick and his colleague Christof Koch have been

looking for the neural correlates of the ‘vivid picture of the world

we see in front of our eyes’. Neuroscientist Antonio Damasio
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head is important for a major branch of consciousness research,

ary constructions, arising and falling away – we get the illusion of



wants to understand how ‘the movie-in-the-brain is generated’.

Popular as their approach is, it will not succeed if there is no such

thing as ‘the vivid picture we see in front of our eyes’.

A particularly challenging response to change blindness is the

‘sensorimotor theory’ of Kevin O’Regan and Alva Noë: one of

several ‘enactive theories’ of vision. For them, vision is emphati-

cally not to do with building up pictures in the head. Instead, seeing

means mastering the contingencies between what you do and the

information that comes in. So seeing is a skill, and you can only see

something as long as you keep using that skill and actively interact-

ing with the world. There is no persisting picture in the head, and no

one to look at it, so any dualism between self and world disappears.

‘But it doesn’t feel like this!’, you might protest, ‘I don’t just

see scraps that disappear several times a second. I don’t experi-

ence things only so long as I’m interacting with them. They stay

there. I’m experiencing a rich visual impression of the world

around me right now.’

But are you really? What is it really like to be you now, looking

out at the world? Could it be, as these ideas suggest, that the rich-

ness and stability of your visual world is an illusion? Could your

own private experience actually be so different from what you have

always assumed? Could you doubt what seems so obviously true? 

This is why I wanted to look so hard into the nature of my

own experience. If vision cannot be the way I think it feels then I

want to be quite sure just how it does feel.

What does consciousness do? 

Imagine that someone throws you a ball and you reach up and

catch it neatly. The natural and tempting way to think about this
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simple action is to imagine that first you consciously notice the ball

coming towards you, and judge its speed and position, and then

you consciously control the movements of your arms and hands

to catch it. It’s as though you’re sitting somewhere inside your

head, experiencing events and then deciding how to respond.

This is, again, a form of Cartesian materialism, involving a lit-

tle me inside who is having a stream of conscious experiences and

acting upon them. Quite apart from philosophical doubts, the sci-

ence tells us it cannot be like this. The visual system consists of as

many as forty parallel pathways taking different routes through

the brain. Among these are two main paths, the dorsal stream that

controls fast actions, and the slower ventral stream that perceives

and recognises objects. So if you are playing tennis, riding a bike

or catching that ball, your dorsal stream will ensure that you catch

the ball long before you can have seen that a ball was coming.

Similar disconcerting conclusions come from the series of

famous experiments carried out by neuroscientist, Ben Libet. He

asked people to carry out the simple action of flexing their wrist

at a time of their own choosing, and was then able to show that

the motor areas of their brain began preparing to make the action

nearly half a second before the time at which they judged they

made the conscious decision to act. This general effect has been

confirmed many times since, and with several different methods.

People have interpreted this finding in countless different

ways. The most obvious conclusion is that free will must be illu-

sory or that consciousness has no effect, but there are many other 

possible conclusions. Libet himself hoped that his results would

defeat materialism. They did not do so, but nor did they prove 

that materialism is correct. Instead I think they served to reveal
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just how confused our thinking still is about consciousness and

free will.

Indeed, what makes this all so extraordinary is why everyone

was so surprised at Libet’s results. Almost all scientists and most

philosophers claim to be materialists (or at least not to be dualists).

In other words, they ought to assume that the brain process would

start the action, and not be at all surprised by the results. Yet they

were surprised, and go on being surprised. I think the reason is

that they, like most people, feel as though they consciously decide

to act, and that their consciousness causes things to happen.

So here we have a simple clash between the physical and the

mental; between how things are in the physical brain and how they

feel from the inside. How do we resolve it?

I suspect that we will never do so without a revolution in the

way we think about consciousness. I don’t mean a revolution

involving quantum physics, or telepathy, or new forces of nature,

or other-worldly spirits and souls. I mean a revolution that goes

deep down into our own minds and actually transforms our expe-

rience, so that we can talk and think in a different way. And this

way would have to be something so counter-intuitive that it really

does root out dualism.

These problems have left me doubting many of the assumptions

that are commonly made in thinking about consciousness. The

main ones are these:

There is something it is like to be me.

I am a persisting conscious entity.
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I can consciously cause my own actions.

Consciousness is like a stream.

Seeing means having a rich and detailed movie in the brain.

Consciousness has unity both in one moment, and through 

time.

Brain activity can be either conscious or unconscious.

Consciousness has contents.

Experiences happen in the present moment, the now.

I doubt them because the scientific evidence suggests that at least

some of them cannot be true. Is this doubt the same doubt as the

Zen monk is supposed to arouse by contemplating a difficult

koan? I think so. And that is one reason why I think meditation

may help with the science of consciousness.

This is really the purpose of this book. We face a conflict

between scientific findings and our own intuitions. Could 

common intuitions about consciousness be wrong? Many 

people would say they could not be; that they know exactly what

their consciousness is like and no one can tell them otherwise; they

know that they are a continuing conscious being who experiences

a rich and vivid sensory world, that their conscious thoughts dic-

tate their actions, and that of course they know what it’s like to be

them.

I question that last point. Perhaps I don’t actually know what

it’s like to be me. Perhaps I have been making assumptions all

along about how I feel, how I perceive, how I think, without look-

ing carefully at all, and that’s why consciousness seems to be such

a mystery. So now I want to look into my own mind very carefully

indeed, and see whether my uncritical assumptions about my own

experience might conceivably have been wrong.
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